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Abstract

This class deals with...

An interesting debate in morpho-phonological literature concerns “the division
of labor in exponence” (Bermúdez-Otero 2012), that is the question of how
lexical vs. derived information is treated. In theories assuming that
phonological material is associated with syntactic terminals -that is,
morphemes- late in derivation (Embick 2010 among the most relevant ones),
the mechanism doing this job -spell-out- plays a central role. The way spell-out
works is at core of intense discussions.
This course deals with the representation of phonological exponents, and
focuses on how surface forms may be derived from basic, abstract items. In
other words, the less lexical you go, the more abstract your phonological
representations must be. We pursue a decomposition-based approach to
exponence, as proposed and elaborated in Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1990),
Bendjaballah (2003) and related work, and argue that (allomorphic)
alternations result from the application of regular phonology. Put di↵erently,
paradigms are epiphenomenal, non-active linguistic objects.
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Abstract

Rough timeline of topics to be covered

Today (Monday) and Tomorrow (Tuesday). Paradigms,
allomorphy, and the decompositional approach. Bendjaballah
(2003), Bendjaballah & Haiden (2013, 2014),
Bermúdez-Otero (2012), Bobalijk (2008), Bonet & Harbour
(2012), Blevins (2006), Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1996),
McCarthy (2005).

Wednesday. Case study 1. The Italian definite article:
Allomorphy? (Faust, Lampitelli & Ulfsbjorninn 2018)

Thursday. Case study 2. The Somali verb inflection. (Barillot
& Ségéral 2005; Barillot, Bendjaballah & Lampitelli 2018)

Friday. (Time permetting) Case study 3. Gender, number
(and case) in nouns.
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Days 1 and 2: The decompositional approach

The decompositional approach

In this class, I will

defend the idea the paradigms are not active objects in
language (rather, a descriptive tool made by linguists);

show that the more abstract you go phonologically, the more
generalizations you get morphologically;

decompose the phonological exponents of inflection as much
as we get to one-to-one correspondence between the form and
the function of morphemes.
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The decompositional approach

What I’ve been calling the decompositional approach since the
beginning of this class results from two papers: Bendjaballah
(2003) and Guersell & Lowenstamm (1996 [1990]).

(1) Basic tenets of the decompositional approach

a. Reduced role of the lexicon
b. Surface forms result from sophisticated phonological

representations
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The apophonic path

Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1996) claim, wrt to the vocalization of Arabic
measure I verbs, that ‘that the role of the lexicon in the vocalization of the root
medial consonant is much more reduced than has hitherto been assumed. We
argue, indeed, that the vocalic alternations exhibited [in the figure below] are
part of a genuine apophonic system serving in synchronically active fashion as
the vehicle of derivation of aspect and voice”.

Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal
Forms

Mohand Guerssel & Jean Lowenstamm

1 Introduction

In this paper we tackle an old problem of Classical Arabic morphophonology,
the vocalization of the verbal forms known as Measure I.1 We take the facts
of (1), 3rd masculine singular active forms, to be representative of the data
under discussion.

(1) a. b. c. d.
Gloss Perfective Imperfective
“dress”
“write”
“hit”
“be great”

Verbs from the roots of (1a) are vocalized as shown in (1c, d). Some aspects
of their vocalization are variable, others are constant. The latter features will
be of no concern to us. Thus, the system of 3rd person masculine singular
agreement markers displayed in all the forms of (1c, d), in the Perfect-
ive, and in the Imperfective, falls beyond the scope of this paper.
As well, the uniformly vocalizing C in Perfective forms, and the absence
of any vowel between C and C in Imperfective forms, will be of marginal
relevance to the main topic of this paper.2

1 This report is part of a much larger study on the phonology of the verbal system of Clas-
sical Arabic, Guerssel & Lowenstamm (forthcoming).

2 As the details of morphological analysis just alluded to will be of no relevance for the
remainder of this paper, all Perfective forms will be quoted without their final , all Im-
perfective forms without their final , and the boundary marking the attachment of
will be omitted, thus instead of , instead of , etc.
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3 Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal Forms

much more tightly constrained state of affairs. That is, if a verb displays in
the Perfective, then it displays in the Imperfective; if a verb displays in
the Imperfective, then it displays , or in the Perfective, etc. Thus, the four
classes in (2a), with illustrative examples in (2b), can be isolated.

(2) a. b.
Perfective Imperfective

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Of course, the remarkable feature of the set of attested alternations of (2) is
its restrictiveness. Why are logically possible correspondence classes such as
those in (3) so conspicuously absent from the record ?

(3) Perfective Imperfective
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

We submit that a gap of such magnitude as in (3) is not accidental, rather
calls for an explanation.

3 Unnaturalness

The regular sound correspondences in (2) can be overridden by phonological
factors. One such case will be briefly discussed in 3.1. Against the back-
ground of this phonologically natural albeit special case, the unnaturalness
of the general pattern will be fully brought out in 3.2.

3.1 The naturalness of a special pattern: interference of gutturals with the
expected patterns of vocalization

Consider the data in (4), Active forms of verbs from roots including a guttural
in initial position (4a), medial position (4b), final position (4c), and a control
set (4d) whose relevance will become clear shortly.

5 We are aware that verbs evidencing such alternations can occasionally be found. Such
verbs indeed exist, e.g. “to rely on”, but in such limited number that they
must be viewed as exceptions, not as representative classes.

6 The class is not attested independantly of an obvious conditioning factor, the pres-
ence of a guttural in C or in C position, a phenomenon briefly dealt with in the next
section.
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Exceptional patterns are due to the presence of gutturals.
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Guerssel & Lowenstamm show that the sound changes occurring between the
perfective and the imperfective forms are unnatural because “they take place in
the absence of any phonetic conditioning”.

In addition, there is opacity:
7 Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal Forms

(9) a. b.
Input: /u/ /i/ /a/
Imperfective 1.

1 2 3 4 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Perfective [u] [a] [i]

The alternative hypothesis whereby the Imperfective vowel is derived from
the Perfective vowel appears in (10a), with familiar representative examples
of each class in (10b).

(10) a. b.
Input: /i/ /a/ /u/
Perfective 1.

1 2 3 4 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Imperfective [a] [i] [u]

Opacity stems from the fact that two ’s appear in the set of Perfective
forms, and , and two ’s in the set of Imperfective forms,
and . As expected, the picture of neutralization varies depending on
the assumed directionality. Thus, in one case is the source of opacity (10a),
whereas is, in the other case represented in (9a). We do not wish to im-
pose a priori limitations on the amount of opacity beyond which a system
ceases to be viable. We merely assume that the learnability of a system, hence
its diachronic stability, directly relates to its transparency. Thus, we do not
rule out the possibility that a grammar can sustain a measure of opacity due
to neutralization, possibly including absolute neutralization. We are equally
unprejudiced with respect to non-phonetically conditioned processes, a fea-
ture of the facts brought out in the preceding section. Still, the facts at hand
seem to exemplify the most unfavorable situation, mutual neutralization of
context-free processes. But the worse is still to come

5 Partial Polarity

Consider a subset of the data just discussed, pairs such as and
. Whether one assumes the Perfective, or the Imperfective vowel

to be basic, either version of directionality will include both a statement to the ef-
fect that , and another statement to the effect that . This can be
seen more clearly in the chart below, (11), where both directionalities are rep-
resented.
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There is polarity, too:8 Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal Forms

(11) a. b.
Input: Input:
Perfective Imperfective

> > > >
Output: Output:
Imperfective

Perfective

A few processes seemingly involving “polarity” have been reported. Al-
though their number is very small and their status poorly understood, one
might be tempted to invoke “polarity”, here. We note, though, that the al-
leged polarity only partially characterizes the surface evidence. Indeed,
remains outside of such a relation. Thus, for lack of a better term, we call
this characteristic relationship holding of and , to the exclusion of , the
“partial polarity” effect.

Derivational operations are essentially directional. We cannot expect direc-
tionality to be readily readable off the facts. On the other hand, it is difficult
to believe that if X Y is the manifestation of a process unidirectionally re-
lating A and B, X Y obtains regardless of whether A B or B A ! Our
reluctance can only increase in the case at hand as not only would be the
case regardless of directionality; rather and would have to be true
in either case, presumably causing insuperable difficulties for the learner try-
ing to decide directionality. Indeed, we want to suggest that partial polarity
is not a possible property of a system supporting derivation7.

Up to this point, we have discussed three properties of the system at hand
in order of increasing obnoxiousness: unnaturalness, excessive opacity and
“partial polarity”. We conclude that the evidence has not been properly con-
strued and that an alternative way of confronting it is called for.

6 An alternative view

6.1 Unraveling

The main claim developed in this section is that the level of opacity of the
system is not nearly as severe as what we have assumed it to be so far. To
this point, we have been dealing jointly with two facets of an ambiguous
picture of opacity, repeated in (12), each version corresponding to the two
possibilities regarding directionality.

7 See Chomsky & Halle (1968) for discussion of similar facts in Hebrew, and Brame (1970)
for discussion of the same facts in Arabic.
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Four logical possibilities to avoid both opacity

9 Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal Forms

(12) a. b.
Input: i /a/ u Input: /u/ i a
Perfective Imperfective

Output: Output:
Imperfective a [i] [u] Perfective [u] [a] i

Under (12a), /a/, involved in both and , is opaque, being mani-
fested as either [i] or [u] ( and , respectively). Under (12b), /u/,
involved in and is opaque being manifested as either [u] or [a]
( and , respectively).

Suppose for a moment that the conundrum pictured in (12) results from
our failure to have detected a fourth vocalic element, in addition to our three
vowels, , , . Let us call such an object , for the time being. There are four
possibilities as to the place could occupy in a system free of ambiguity, two
for each version of directionality.

In (13, 14, 15, and 16), we have represented the four possibilities of dis-
ambiguation afforded by the introduction of : (13) and (14) for Perfective

Imperfective directionality, and (15) and (16) for the alternative reverse
directionality. As a result, within each of our four alternation classes every
input segment is distinct from any other. In each case, the relevant verb types
can be straightforwardly identified and are indicated by means of their usual
token representatives to the right of the chart.

(13) a. b.
Input:
Perf. 1.

3 1 2 4 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Imperf.

(14) a. b.
Input:
Perf. 1.

3 1 2 4 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Imperf.

(15) a. b.
Input:
Imperf. 1.

4 2 1 3 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Perf.
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(16) a. b.
Input:
Imperf. 1.

4 2 1 3 2.
3.

Output: 4.
Perf.

Clearly, a sufficiently convincing case will have to be made for the phon-
ological identity of . On the other hand, there can be no doubt that a more
favorable picture is now available under any of the four above possibilities. A
measure of ambiguity still subsists inasmuch as two different input segments
may apophonize into the same surface segment, an inescapable consequence
of the discrepancy between our four ablaut classes and our three surface vow-
els, but it is no longer the case that two different output segments proceed
from the same input.

Before selecting one of the options of (13, 14, 15, and 16), we want to point
out that any such decision will have a double consequence.

First, it will commit us to the specific directionality embodied in each of
the four hypotheses under consideration. Thus, choosing, say, (14) implies
endorsing Perfective Imperfective directionality, whereas the choice of (16)
means opting for Imperfective Perfective directionality, etc.

Second, it will lead to the identification of the verb type “carrying” . Thus,
selecting, say, (16) implies endorsing that the representation of the

class “is”, at a deeper level, .
While several properties of the four systems just described would warrant

comment, one feature of (14) clearly recommends it over the other three pos-
sibilities: (14) happens to be the only configuration free of the undesirable
“partial polarity” effect. Indeed, under (14), it is no longer the case that both

and . For that reason, we choose to further explore the implications
of (14) and to disregard the alternatives.

As already pointed out, (14) embodies two substantial claims. We spell
them out in (17).

(17) a. apophony maps the Perfective melody into that of the Imperfective.
b. is the verb type “bearing” .

Thus, and with apparently identical vocalism differ, we claim,
as follows: involves genuine and manifests the apophonic class,
whereas (underlyingly ) involves , manifesting, as such, the

apophonic class.
We now proceed to show how the detection of the identity of requires no

additional machinery.
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The second possibility “happens to be the only configuration free
of the undesirable ‘partial polarity’ e↵ect.”: hence Guerssel &
Lowenstamm (1996) choose this one.

(2) a. Apophony maps the Perfective melody into that of the
Imperfective;

b. darab/yadrib is the verb type “bearing x”.

What is the exact nature of x?
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x is zero!

12 Ablaut in Classical Arabic Measure I Active Verbal Forms

The important point for our purpose is the emergence of the four clearcut
vowel alternation classes in (21a), with matching examples in (21b).

(21) a. b.
1.

2.

3.

4.

7 Results and concluding remarks

We are now in a position to answer some of the questions raised earlier in
this paper. We started by noting a puzzling gap whereby four vowel altern-
ation classes only were attested, out of nine logical possibities. We can now
rationalize such a gap in terms of a deeper regularity. That is, classes are not
lexically recorded as such as had earlier been held9. Rather, each root is lexic-
ally associated with one of our four vocalic objects, , , , as shown in (22).
From such a vantage point, “classes” of vowel correspondences are a mere
by-product of the operation of the ablaut function.

(22) lexical vocalization
☞======☞
☞======☞
☞======☞
☞======☞

Based on strictly morphophonological considerations, exactly four types
of verbs are recognized. We expect that this unambiguous typology arrived
at on independent grounds may be viewed as an anchoring point by schol-
ars attempting to relate vocalization and clusters of syntactic and semantic
properties of verbs.

The careful reader will have noticed a striking formal property of the indi-
vidual apophonic statements in (21a), viz. each output vowel of an apophony
is the input to another. Thus, the discrete statements of (21a) can be linearized
into a path, as in (23).

(23)

As much more space would be required for full discussion, two points will
only be mentioned in connection with the scope of (23).

9 Cf. McCarthy (1981) p. 403 “It is obvious that we can give only a lexical account of as-
signment of any given root to an ablaut class”.

(3) ø ! i ! a ! u ! u

Take home message: more abstract representations lead to finer generalizations.
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The basic ingredients of the determiner in Bedja

We saw, with Guerssel & Lownestamm (1996), that the lexicon has
reduced role if one accepts abstract phonological representations.
Bendjaballah (2003) purses this idea forward and points to two
major weaknesses of DM-like approaches to morphology.
Bendjallah (2003:35) claims that DM misses two things:

(4) a. “First, a crucial property of phonological strings,
namely that they have internal structure, is not
exploited.”

b. “Second, the relation of a particular phonological
string to the context in which it is inserted is simply
stipulated in the vocabulary of the language.”
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The basic ingredients of the determiner in Bedja36 Sabrina Bendjaballah

(1) 1. The determiner in Beja

Singular Plural
Subject Non-subject Subject Non-subject

Masculine* u:- o:- a:- e:-
Feminine tu:- to:- ta:- te:-

* The masculine determiner prefix is preceded by w in the singular and y in the
plural when the noun to which it is attached begins with w, y, ’, h, or a vowel
(e.g. u:-ták “the man” vs. wu:-’áb “the kid”). This phenomenon will not be
dealt with in the present paper.

2. a. u:-me:k
det-donkey

e:a
come.3ms.past

“The donkey came.”
vs. me:k

donkey
e:a
come.3ms.past

“A donkey came.” (Almkvist 1881:§54)
b. tó:-fna

det-spear
iháyt
take.3ms.past

“He took the spear.” (Reinisch 1893b:§122e)
c. é:-mana

det-viscera
támya
eat.3ms.past

“He ate the viscera.” (Reinisch 1893a:24, 9)

A possible list of the vocabulary items for Beja masculine determiner within Dis-
tributed Morphology would be as follows:

Signal ↔ Context of insertion
/u:-/ ↔ [+subject, –plural, –feminine]
/o:-/ ↔ [–subject, –plural, –feminine]
/a:-/ ↔ [+subject, +plural, –feminine]
/e:-/ ↔ [–subject, +plural, –feminine]

Although this listing correctly describes the facts in (1.1), it fails to capture the
fact that for each gender category the four forms generated by the system are only
differentiated by their vowel quality. In (1.1) several grammatical features are ex-
pressed by one and only one segment, a vowel. I would like to propose an analysis
that accounts for this property of the determiner in Beja.

I will explore the hypothesis that a grammatical feature may be expressed by
an object which is not phonetically realized as a separate segment, but which con-
stitutes a segment in composition with another phonological object. In this paper
I will defend the most restrictive version of this hypothesis for the Beja determiner:
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(1) 1. The determiner in Beja

Singular Plural
Subject Non-subject Subject Non-subject

Masculine* u:- o:- a:- e:-
Feminine tu:- to:- ta:- te:-

* The masculine determiner prefix is preceded by w in the singular and y in the
plural when the noun to which it is attached begins with w, y, ’, h, or a vowel
(e.g. u:-ták “the man” vs. wu:-’áb “the kid”). This phenomenon will not be
dealt with in the present paper.

2. a. u:-me:k
det-donkey

e:a
come.3ms.past

“The donkey came.”
vs. me:k

donkey
e:a
come.3ms.past

“A donkey came.” (Almkvist 1881:§54)
b. tó:-fna

det-spear
iháyt
take.3ms.past

“He took the spear.” (Reinisch 1893b:§122e)
c. é:-mana

det-viscera
támya
eat.3ms.past

“He ate the viscera.” (Reinisch 1893a:24, 9)

A possible list of the vocabulary items for Beja masculine determiner within Dis-
tributed Morphology would be as follows:

Signal ↔ Context of insertion
/u:-/ ↔ [+subject, –plural, –feminine]
/o:-/ ↔ [–subject, –plural, –feminine]
/a:-/ ↔ [+subject, +plural, –feminine]
/e:-/ ↔ [–subject, +plural, –feminine]

Although this listing correctly describes the facts in (1.1), it fails to capture the
fact that for each gender category the four forms generated by the system are only
differentiated by their vowel quality. In (1.1) several grammatical features are ex-
pressed by one and only one segment, a vowel. I would like to propose an analysis
that accounts for this property of the determiner in Beja.

I will explore the hypothesis that a grammatical feature may be expressed by
an object which is not phonetically realized as a separate segment, but which con-
stitutes a segment in composition with another phonological object. In this paper
I will defend the most restrictive version of this hypothesis for the Beja determiner:
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(5) DM-style Vocabulary Items

a. /u:-/ () [+subject, -plural, -feminine]
b. /o:-/ () [-subject, -plural, -feminine]
c. /a:-/ () [+subject, +plural, -feminine]
d. /e:-/ () [-subject, +plural, -feminine]

(6) The One-to-One-Primitive Hypothesis (Bendjaballah
2003:37)

a. Grammatical features, i.e., the primitives of
grammatical representations, are expressed by the
primitives of phonological representations.

b. There is a correspondence between the type of
grammatical feature and the type of phonological
primitive that expresses it.
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Two theories are crucial:

(7) a. Element Theory as proposed by KLV (1990).
b. CVCV phonology (Lowenstamm 1996).

The phonological ingredients of each the determiner.
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(5) Phonetic interpretation: [i] [a] [u] [e] [o]
Phonological structure: I A U A.I A.U

Concerning the skeletal tier, I adopt Lowenstamm’s (1996) “CV” model (cf. also
Guerssel & Lowenstamm 1990). Within this model, the skeletal level consists of a
strict alternation of C- and V-positions. There is only one syllable type: CV. The
primitive of the skeletal level is, therefore, the CV unit.

In brief, I assume three types of phonological primitives:

(6) a. The element.
b. The CV unit.
c. The association line.

I take the grammatical features expressed on the determiner in Beja to be as in (7).

(7) a. Gender feature: Masculine (Masc), Feminine (Fem).
b. Number feature: Singular (Sg), Plural (Pl).
c. Case feature: Subject (S), Non-subject (nonS).
d. Definiteness feature: The determiner is definite (Def).

Given the hypotheses laid out above, the internal phonological structure and the
grammatical feature matrix of each form of the determiner are as in (8).

(8) Phonetic Internal structure Gramm. features
exponent Cons. Voc.

a. [u:] Ø U <Masc, Sg, S, Def>
b. [o:] Ø A.U <Masc, Sg, nonS, Def>
c. [a:] Ø A <Masc, Pl, S, Def>
d. [e:] Ø A.I <Masc, Pl, nonS, Def>
e. [tu:] t U <Fem, Sg, S, Def>
f. [to:] t A.U <Fem, Sg, nonS, Def>
g. [ta:] t A <Fem, Pl, S, Def>
h. [te:] t A.I <Fem, Pl, nonS, Def>

We now have all the ingredients we need in order to determine the phonological
identity of the grammatical features of the determiner in Beja.
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(8) a. Definiteness = CV
b. Gender: M = zero; F = /t/

(9) a. Number: Sg = A; Pl = I
b. Case:

(i) Subject = non-association of the number feature
exponent.

(ii) nonSubj = association of the number feature
exponent.

Bendjabllah (2003: 41): “Subject forms are forms which are not
overtly marked for number and non-subject forms are forms which
are overtly marked for number.”
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Masculine determiner
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“plural”. I take the “plural” to be marked and the number opposition to be en-
coded as “[+Pl] vs. [–Pl]”. The exponents of Beja number features are: [+Pl] = I,
[–Pl] = A.

3.3 Summary and questions

The results of the preceding discussion are in table (20).

(20)

Grammatical category Phonological exponents of the grammatical features
Gender: [+Fem] = t [–Fem] = Ø
Number: [+Pl] = I [–Pl] = A
“Case”:* S = non-association of the number feature exponent

nonS = association of the number feature exponent
Definiteness: [+definite] = CV

* I remain neutral with respect to the question whether subject or non subject is
marked.

I have given the full representations of our determiners in (21) and (22) below.

(21) Masculine determiner:

Singular Plural
S SnonS nonS

— g r —n

— def+?? —

— case —
— num —

??

[u:] [o:] [a:] [e:]

Ø Ø Ø Ø

CVCV

U

A

CVCV

U

A

CVCV

A

I

CVCV

A

I

Feminine determiner
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(22) Feminine determiner:

Singular Plural
S SnonS nonS

— g r —n

— def+?? —

— case —
— num —

??

[tu:] [to:] [ta:] [te:]

t t t t

CVCV

U

A

CVCV

U

A

CVCV

A

I

CVCV

A

I

The status of U and A in the singular and the plural respectively, and the status of
vocalic length are still unclear. Therefore, these ingredients are associated with a
double question mark in the left-hand side column of (21) and (22). In this paper I
concentrate on the substance of the segments involved in the determiner and leave
the question of the status of vowel length for further research.7 In the following
section, I will examine the status of the elements we have not identified yet, U in
singular forms and A in plural forms. Why do the representations of the determiner
comprise additional elements? Why specifically an additional U in the singular and
an additional A in the plural?

4. Why additional elements

4.1 Proposal

Let us first construct the representations of the four forms of the masculine de-
terminer on the basis of the definitions in (20). The resulting representations and
their interpretations are given in (23).

(23)

In (23) both subject forms have the same phonetic interpretation: they are both
inaudible.

Notice now that in system (1.1) each phonetic exponent expresses one and
only one grammatical feature matrix; conversely, each of the eight grammatical
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The analysis is incomplete: what about Element U in the singular and Element A in the plural?

(10) Hypothesis: “the additional element in both the singular and the plural is the apophonic output of the
element present in the representation”.
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(26)

Element in the representation Additional element Apophonic step
Singular: A U A → U
Plural: I A I → A

To sum up: parameter (24) is enforced by the addition of the apophonic output of
the element present in the representation. This mechanism is illustrated in (27).

(27) The Apophonic Addition:

Notice finally that given the phonological exponents assumed in (20), the Apo-
phonic Addition is the only mechanism yielding the attested vowels:

(28) Singular Plural
After (20) V attested After (20) V attested

S: Ø → [u] Ø → [a]
nonS: [a] → [o] [i] → [e]
The only function is: +U +A

4.2 Uniqueness of the Apophonic Addition

We have seen in the preceding section that the Apophonic Addition satisfies pa-
rameter (24). In this section, I will argue that:

(29) Given the identities of the grammatical features in (20), the only plausible
mechanism satisfying parameter (24) is the Apophonic Addition.

Among the mechanisms that add an element to representations, only two are plau-
sible, i.e., show a coherent pattern. The first one consists in adding an element
only to the representations that have the same phonetic interpretation, i.e., to both
subject forms. The non-subject forms represented in (23) are distinct and do not
need to receive any additional element. Since subject forms must be distinct, the
elements added to these forms must be different. The operations meeting this con-
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Singular: A U A → U
Plural: I A I → A

To sum up: parameter (24) is enforced by the addition of the apophonic output of
the element present in the representation. This mechanism is illustrated in (27).

(27) The Apophonic Addition:

Notice finally that given the phonological exponents assumed in (20), the Apo-
phonic Addition is the only mechanism yielding the attested vowels:

(28) Singular Plural
After (20) V attested After (20) V attested

S: Ø → [u] Ø → [a]
nonS: [a] → [o] [i] → [e]
The only function is: +U +A

4.2 Uniqueness of the Apophonic Addition

We have seen in the preceding section that the Apophonic Addition satisfies pa-
rameter (24). In this section, I will argue that:

(29) Given the identities of the grammatical features in (20), the only plausible
mechanism satisfying parameter (24) is the Apophonic Addition.

Among the mechanisms that add an element to representations, only two are plau-
sible, i.e., show a coherent pattern. The first one consists in adding an element
only to the representations that have the same phonetic interpretation, i.e., to both
subject forms. The non-subject forms represented in (23) are distinct and do not
need to receive any additional element. Since subject forms must be distinct, the
elements added to these forms must be different. The operations meeting this con-

The Apophonic Addition is triggered by a language-specific parameter which enforces the phonetic expression of
the grammatical features of the determiner.
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The core ideas elaborated by Bendjaballah (2003):

(11) a. Identify the phonological primitives consisting of
segmental material, skelettal material (CV-units), or
both.

b. Establish a (one-to-one) relation between one
phonological primitive and one grammatical feature.

The decompositional approach revolves around these points.
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The syntactic distribution of Taqbaylit prepositions is correlated with their phonological weight: light prepositions
appear to be stranded next to the complementizers i, ara and ur under further extraction of their DP complement,
see (1a) and (2a) (Bendjaballah & Haiden 2013:331)
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dislocation, heavy prepositions require doubling of their DP complement by a 
clitic, see (1c). In wh-interrogatives, heavy prepositions are pied-piped, see (2c).²,³

(1) a. akwərs-aki f i qqim-əʁ
  chair.fs-dem on creal sit.pf-1s
   ‘On this chair I sat.’
 b. *axxam-aki arif/nniɣ i zðʁ-əʁ
  house.fs-dem beside/behind creal live.pf-1s
  intended: ‘Beside/behind this house I lived.‘
 c. axxam-aki arif-is/nniɣ-əs i zðʁ-əʁ
  house.fs-dem beside-io:3s/ behind-io:3s creal live.pf-1s
  ‘Beside/behind this house I lived.

2 We use the following abbreviations in glosses: cs = construct state, fs = free state, gen = 
genitive, dat = dative, pf = perfective, pfneg = negative perfective, ipf = imperfective, aor = 
aorist, int = intensive, imp = imperative, creal = complementizer of clauses in the realis, cirr = 
complementizer of clauses in the irrealis, cneg = negative complementizer, interr = interroga-
tive element, dir = directional particle, dem = demonstrative, poss = possessive, do = direct 
object, io = indirect object, neg = negation, m = masculine, f = feminine, S = singular, pl = 
plural, t = tense marker particle.
3 An anonymous reviewer cites an apparent counterexample to this generalization. Certain 
varieties of Tamazight apparently strand heavy prepositions. The reviewer cites the following 
example:
 (i) Mani lmaɦal aʁrm-i θədda
 Which house to-C  3sf.went
 ‘Which house did she go to’
  The example is highly interesting because it raises many important questions for micro-

comparative research that have never even been asked before, as far as we know. Alas, 
lacking access to a native speaker of Tamazight, we can only speculate about an analysis. 
As far as we can tell, there are two possibilities: either aʁrm ‘to’ is a simplex morphological 
object, or it is complex. If it is a simple object, then Tamazight allows English-type 
P-stranding in C (as it is discussed in Postal 1972; Merchant 2002). Consequently, there is 
no Weight Correlation, and therefore no interface-problem to be discussed in Tamazight. We 
consider this option neither likely, nor interesting. The other possibility is trying to analyse 
Tamazight aʁrm ‘to’ as a morphologically complex element aʁr-m. Notice that Taqbaylit of 
Chemini has a morpheme m that appears to the left of C (ii), and that the preposition ‘to’ is ar.

 (ii) anta θaqʃiʃθ m-i-θ jə-fk a
 which.f.fs girl.fs m-creal-do:3ms 3ms-give.pf
 ‘Which girl has he given it to?’
  If Tamazight aʁrm ‘to’ is indeed complex, then the Weight Correlation is confirmed for 

Tamazight, and we need to come up with an analysis of the expression aʁr- . As Tamazight is 
not the main focus of the paper, we leave this question for further research.
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(2) a. anwa akwərsi f i qqim-əʁ
  what.fs chair.fs on creal sit.pf-1s
  ‘On which chair did I sit?’
 b. *anwa axxam arif/nniɣ i zðʁ-əʁ
  what.fs house.fs beside/behind creal live.pf-1s
  intended: ‘Beside/behind which house did I live?’
 c. arif/nniɣ pp-wənwa axxam i zðʁ-əʁ
  beside/behind gen-what.cs house.fs creal live.pf-1s
  ‘Beside/behind which house did I live?’

We summarize these observations as follows:

(3) Weight Correlation
  Heavy prepositions at the left  periphery introduce a barrier for extraction 

of DP; light prepositions apparently do not.

(3) is a syntactic generalization that makes reference to the phonological features 
of lexical items. Thus the problem: the phonological features of lexical items 
should not determine their distribution in syntax. We attempt to eliminate this 
problem as an artifact of an inadequate morpho-phonological description. We 
will argue that, despite appearances, the syntactic representation of the prob-
lematic examples (1a/2a) does not include a terminal node P. Based on a detailed 
morpho-phonological argument we propose that the phonological realization of 
a light preposition to the left of certain complementizers must be the result of 
fission.

The discussion is organized in four major parts. Part one (sections 2–4) intro-
duces existing analyses of Berber prepositions and nominal States, and it motiva-
tes our categorial decisions. Part two (section 5) presents our assumptions about 
the spell-out of syntactic terminals, and supplies the necessary background 
regarding the phonological representation of vowels and glides in Taqbaylit of 
Chemini. Part three (section 6) defends our claim that Taqbaylit light prepositions 
are floating markers, and it develops a positive analysis of their structure to the 
left of C and N. Part four (section 7) suggests a syntactic analysis of the respective 
configurations.

2 Prepositions and Cases
The prepositions of Taqbaylit of Chemini govern the Free State (FS), the Construct 
State (CS), or a Genitive.
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Three major facts about Taqbaylit light prepositions (Bendjaballah
& Haiden 2013:349-350)

(12) a. Light prepositions are always a�xes to a host.
b. Light prepositions can be prefixed to C and to N, but

not to T.
c. The cases of apparent P stranding in the left clausal

periphery involve prefixation of P to C.

They propose what they call the “Weight Correlation, version 2”:

(13) A preposition in the le clausal periphery introduces a
barrier for extraction of DP, unless it is spelled out as an a
x to C.
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A typology of exponents:
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behavior of tones. It was shown that some tones behave independently of the 
segmental level, and thus are best modeled as floating objects. At the same time, 
tones may have a morphological value (cf. Spencer 1991: chapter 5, for an over-
view). Floating tones with a morphological value are called floating markers. Sub-
sequent work on Ethio-Semitic and other languages showed that this property is 
not specific of tones. In principle, any autosegmental element may have a mor-
phological value as a floating marker (McCarthy 1983; Rose 1995; Lowenstamm 
1996, 2000a, 2000b). Formally, floating markers are pairings of a syntactic feature 
H and an autosegmental value α. As an overt category, H must be linearized, i.e., 
it must have access to a host-position on the CV skeleton, as depicted in (45c).

(45) a. overt morpheme b. empty category c. fl oating marker plus host   
      position

  

H

CV

α   

H

  

H

α

CV

where H is a syntactic terminal node, and α a phonological (auto-)segment.

Host positions like the boxed CV unit in (45c) were first exploited in 
Lowenstamm and Kaye (1986), who posit empty syllabic sites in order to account 
for compensatory lengthening in Tiberian Hebrew and discuss the implications 
of this analysis for medial gemination in Classical Arabic. Guerssel and Lowen-
stamm (1990) generalize the application of empty templatic sites to the verbal 
system of Classical Arabic. They argue that verbal templates include what they 
call derivational sites: initially unlabeled marker positions formalized as 
CV-units, which serve to express different morpho-syntactic features like cau-
sative and intensive (cf. Lowenstamm 1999, 2003, for further discussion). In the 
framework of Distributed Morphology, “abstract morpheme positions” that are 
“underspecified as to the type of features they express” (p. 34) are defended in 
chapter 1 of Noyer (1997).

Turning back to floating markers, we would like to stress that the require-
ment of a host CV-position is not an instance of phonology determining syntactic 
structure. Rather, it is a consequence of the general requirement of overt syn-
tactic heads to be linearized, together with our assumption that spell-out maps 
syntactic terminal nodes on intervals of phonological time. Linearization as an 
interface requirement on syntactic heads must be distinguished from the oper-
ations internal to the phonological component: displacement or de-linking of 

H=syntactic node, ↵=phonological (auto)segment.
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branching onsets, i.e., single constituents, they should remain stable across the 
paradigm. This is not the case. In the forms of (47b), the clusters are obligatorily 
broken up by a schwa.

  (47) a. a-d i-frǝq
  t-dir 3ms-share.aor
  ‘He will share’ 
  a-θ i-fl ǝs
  t-do:3ms 3ms-ruin.aor
  ‘He will ruin him’
 b. i-fǝrq-ǝd *i-frǝq-d
  3ms-share.pf-dir
  ‘He shared’
  i-fǝls-iθ *i-fl ǝs-iθ
  3ms-ruin.pf-do:3ms
  ‘He ruined him’

We claim with Guerssel (1990) that the consonants of a cluster are systematically 
separated by an empty V position, as illustrated in (48). The spell-out of empty 
V positions is determined by independently motivated conditions on segmental inter-
pretation (Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud, 1985; Kaye 1990). In short, an empty V 
position is spelled out as schwa, if the following V position is not pronounced.

 (48) 
C

f

V C

r

(underlying)

V C

q

V

 

C

f

V C

r

V C

q

V

frǝq  

C

f

V C

r

V C

q

V C

d

V

fǝrqǝd

The same argument can be made with clusters of the coda-onset type. Such clus-
ters are illustrated in (49) below. For every apparent cluster (49a), there is a form 
in the same paradigm in which the two consonants are separated by a schwa 
(49b). The distribution of schwa follows from the same principle as above, once 
we posit a silent V position between the consonants of apparent clusters.

 (49) a. i-qǝlβ-iθ
  3ms-turn.pf-do:3ms
  ‘he turned him’
  i-θǝlf-iθ
  3ms-expell.pf-do:3ms
  ‘he expelled him’
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 b. a-θ  i-qlǝβ
  t-do:3ms 3ms-turn.aor
  ‘he will turn him’
  a-θ  i-θlǝf
  t-do:3ms 3ms-expell.aor
  ‘he will expell him’

We conclude that the syllable structure of Taqbaylit is CV. Accordingly, the skel-
etal level of phonological representations consists in sequences of CV units 
(Lowenstamm 1996).

5.3 Vowels and glides
The vocalic system of Taqbaylit is given in (50). It consists of three peripheral 
vowels and a schwa. In Taqbaylit, the quality contrast between peripheral vowels 
and schwa marks a length opposition: the three peripheral vowels of the system 
are phonologically long, while the neutral vowel schwa is short (Lowenstamm 
1991; Jebbour 1993; Idrissi 2000a, 2000b; Bendjaballah 1999, 2001, 2005). The 
representation of the peripheral vowels is given in (51a): the elements I, A and 
U are linked to two V positions. The representations in (51b) are ill-formed in 
Taqbaylit.

(50) i u
 ə
 a

(51) a. 

I
[i]

V CC

U
[u]

VV CC V V CC

A
[a]

V

 

b. * C

I

V * C

U

V * C

A

V

With respect to glides, we follow the largely accepted view that they have the 
same segmental composition as the corresponding high vowels, I and U. They 
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In Construct State (CS), the node K is empty.
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its linearization requires an available position in a host template. Otherwise, the 
syntactic terminal node cannot be spelled out, and the derivation crashes. We 
argue that CS nouns provide the respective positions, but that complementizers 
do not. The light prepositions we find prefixed to the complementizer must there-
fore be introduced at the PF interface. They cannot project a syntactic terminal 
node.

6.1 Prefixal positions in the nominal template
At the left periphery of the noun, we find markers for state, gender, and number, 
illustrated in (56) with the paradigm of the noun axxam ‘house’. The masculine is 
characterized by the State markers a/w(ə) in the singular, and i/j(ə) in the plural; 
the feminine is marked by θa/θ(ə) in the singular, and θi/θ(ə) in the plural (for 
discussion and references, cf. chapter 1 of Idrissi (2000b), and Bendjaballah and 
Haiden (2007).

(56) FS CS Gloss
Masculine Sg. axxam wəxxam ‘house’

Pl. ixxamən jəxxamən ‘houses’

Feminine Sg. θaxxamt θəxxamt ‘room’
Pl. θixxamin θəxxamin ‘rooms’

The phonological representations of the singular forms of axxam ‘house’ and 
θaxxamt ‘room’ are given in (57) and (58). In addition to the segmental values, 
these forms exhibit an asymmetry in length. An outer CV unit is segmentally 
identified in the FS. In the CS, this outer position does not have a segmental inter-
pretation. Building on Guerssel’s analysis of States (cf. section 2.1.), we claim 
that the inner prefixal position spells out the syntactic head D, the outer position 
spells out K.

(57) Masculine singular:
 FS: axxam

 

V CC

A x a m

V V CC V V CC V

DK
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 CS: wəxxam

V CC

U x a m

V V CC V V CC V

D

(58) Feminine singular:
 FS: θaxxamt

V CC

A x a m

V V CC V V CC V

θ

C V

θ

DK

 CS: θəxxamt

x a m

V CC V V CC V

θ

C VV CC

θ

V

D

The same scenario can be observed in the feminine plural. In the FS, the feminine 
marker θ precedes a full vowel i. In the CS, the vowel is reduced to zero or schwa, 
depending on the right consonantal context (59–60). In all cases, the initial CV 
unit of the nominal template remains empty in the CS.

(59) Feminine plural (CCV-initial root):
 FS: θixxamin

V CC

I Ix a m

V V CC V V CC V C V C V

nθ

DK

 CS: θəxxamin

Ix a m

V CC V V CC V C V C V

n

V CC

θ

V

D
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The representation of light prepositions and the CS
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6.3 Light prepositions and the CS
Consider now the metrical shape of light prepositions prefixed to CS nouns. 
Given our analysis of the nominal template, we can make a testable prediction 
for the possible analyses of light prepositions. If light prepositions are fully overt 
markers with inherent skeletal support, then they will always have access to their 
own C position, and they may additionally spread into the outer affixal position 
of the nominal template, which is empty in the CS. This scenario is depicted in 
(69a). If light prepositions are floating markers, then their realization depends 
exclusively on the outer affixal position of the nominal template. In particular, 
they should never geminate. This scenario is depicted in (69b).

(69) a. light P with inherent skeletal support b. light P as a fl oating marker

  

V CC

β

V C V ...

D

C V

P

α    

V CC

β

V C V ...

DP

α

As a matter of fact, light prepositions are usually realized as single, non-
geminated segments, as exemplified in (62) above, repeated as (70). This suggests 
that light prepositions are floating morphemes of type (69b).

(70) /g-θxxamin/ → gθəxxamin ‘in the rooms’

mx A I

V CC V V CC V

ng

C V C V C V C V

θ

There are a few systematic exceptions to this generalization. Under specific pho-
nological conditions, the initial segment of a P-N sequence surfaces as a geminate. 
However, the gemination never adds a skeletal position. It can only be observed 
in contexts of assimilation. The distribution of geminated initials thus supports 
the hypothesis that light prepositions are floating morphemes: they never add 
a skeletal position to the nominal template. We discuss some examples in turn.

Depending on the segmental value of State markers and prepositions, we 
observe a number of assimilation processes. We consider the realization of g ‘in’ 
with the masculine plural, f ‘on’ with the masculine singular, and of n ‘of/geni-
tive’ in all contexts. The following assimilations can be observed: 

(71) a. g ‘in’:    /g + j/ → [gg] obligatory
 b. f ‘on’:   /f + w/ → [ff ] obligatory
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However, the gemination never adds a skeletal position. It can only be observed 
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the hypothesis that light prepositions are floating morphemes: they never add 
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Depending on the segmental value of State markers and prepositions, we 
observe a number of assimilation processes. We consider the realization of g ‘in’ 
with the masculine plural, f ‘on’ with the masculine singular, and of n ‘of/geni-
tive’ in all contexts. The following assimilations can be observed: 

(71) a. g ‘in’:    /g + j/ → [gg] obligatory
 b. f ‘on’:   /f + w/ → [ff ] obligatory

Nota: light prepositions are realized as single, non-geminate segments.
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(14) a. The FS is marked by an overt prefix K. (B&H 2013:365)
b. In the CS, K is empty.

 The representational anomalies of floating markers   365

 b. n + wərgaz  → [ppwərgaz]

V

P

V CC

U rn a

V V CC V V CC

g z

D

 c. n + jərgazən  → [kkərgazən]

V C V

P

V CC

I rn a

V V CC V V CC

g z n

D

6.4 Morphosyntax
In section 2.1 we adopted Guerssel’s analysis of States. According to this analysis, 
the FS is marked by an overt prefix K. In the CS, K is empty. This asymmetry is cor-
roborated by the phonological data discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2. As an empty 
category, KCS does not have a spell-out. It is therefore not linked to a position at 
the CV skeleton, see (78b). The initial CV unit of the nominal template in the CS 
remains free, and it may host a floating preposition, see (78c).

(78) a. FS: overt K b. CS: empty K

 

VV CC

A x a

V V CC V V CC

m

D NP

DP

KP

K

 

VV CC

U x a

V V CC V V CC

m

D NP

DP

KP

K

This asymmetry is corroborated by the phonological data discussed extensively in the
paper.
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The initial CV unit of the nominal template in the CS remains free, and it may host a
floating preposition (B&H 2013:366).

366   Sabrina Bendjaballah and Martin Haiden

 c. light P + CS

VV CC

Ug x a

V V CC V V CC

m

D NP

DP

KP

PP

KP

This analysis predicts that light prepositions can never take nominal comple-
ments in the FS. Since the marker of the FS is an overt head, it must be linear-
ized in the outer affixal position of the nominal template. This position is thus 
unavailable for the linearization of a floating preposition. The derivation in (79) 
crashes, because the overt syntactic head P cannot be spelled out. This prediction 
is borne out by the data.

(79) *g-axxam

VV CC

g x a

V V CC V V CC

m

D NP

DP

KP

PP*

KP

A

Notice a detail, brought to our attention by an anonymous reviewer: Taqbaylit 
of Chemini has lost the preposition s ‘to’, which exists in other Berber languages 
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Take home message: “The explanation relies on articulated
phonological representations, and on the assumption that the
spell-out of overt syntactic heads consists in the association of a
syntactic terminal nodes with sequences of positions at the
CV-skeleton. These assumptions predict that floating morphemes
cannot project a syntactic terminal node, unless a host template
provides a free skeletal position for the linearization of their
syntactic features.” (Bendjaballah & Haiden 2013:372)
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The limits of phonological component

Allomorphy vs. Paradigms

The analyses we have just discussed share the way they look at allomorphy.
Briefly said, decomposing two (or more) morpho-syntactically related a�xes
makes allomorphy epiphenomenal.

Morphophonologists usually agree with the following statement: the regular vs.
the unsystematic application of phonology plays a crucial role in determining
the limits of allomorphy (Bonet & Harbour 2012).

Unless...

We think phonological processes are always regular and apply in a systematic
way.

If we do think this, then we need to explain surface alternations through a
sophisticated phonological machinery.

This is exactly what we’re doing!
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The limits of phonological component

Allomorphy vs. Paradigms

There’s a longstanding debate on allomorphy that, to my opinion,
is mainly theory-related (or approach-related).

In the morphology literature, people tend to put a theory in one of
the following three categories as has been proposed by Hockett
(1954):

1 Item-and-Arrangement

2 Item-and-Process

3 Word-and-Paradigm
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The limits of phonological component

Allomorphy vs. Paradigms

The typology of approaches to morphology proposed by Hockett is closely
related to the way a given theory handles allomorphic alternations.

The decompositional approach we’re describing in this class belongs to the first
category (Item-and-Arrangement): such a category is characterized by two
things:

(15) Item-and-Arrangement

a. A morpheme-based view (“item”)
b. A (complex) derivational device (“arrangement”)

Allomorphy is determined by the ratio between the number of morpheme and
the complexity of the derivational device.

Pushing the line higher wrt to the complexity of the derivational device, gives
us the decompositional approach!
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The limits of phonological component

Allomorphy vs. Paradigms

(16) (Strong, radical) Hypothesis

a. A given feature [F] is associated to a unique
phonological string X throughout the whole paradigm;

b. “Allomorphic” alternations are accounted for by the
phonology;

c. The phenomenon traditionally referred to as
“allomorphy” is limited to suppletion:
(i) Two or more entries spelling out the same

feature.
(ii) These entries are neither phonologically nor

structurally similar (in other words: regular
phonology cannot account for them).
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Allomorphy vs. Paradigms

(17) Morphophonological alternations (Bonet & Harbour
2012:9):

a. systematic across the entire language
b. systematic but with some exceptions (a regular rule

with some exceptions)
c. systematic but only within a circumscribed

environment (a minor rule)
d. systematic but only within an arbitrarily listed set of

cases (a minor rule for a diacritically marked class)
e. wholly unsystematic
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The division of labor in exponence

Bermúdez-Otero (2012:9-↵) uses the following Spanish example to show that
theories may di↵er dramatically wrt the way each approach analyzes cases of
what he calls “analytic underdetermination” (see “An alternation of this sort
will often admit a wide variety of analyses, each apportioning di↵erent roles to
lexical storage and to morphological and phonological computation.” ibidem:8)

 Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero

before certain suffixes like [-Bfll-e], cognate with English -able/-ible, and [-"mjen”t”-o],
cognate with English-ment (Rainer 1993: 95, 1999: 4609–10).This substitution of [-i-]
for [-e-] also occurs in certain inflectional forms, such as the past participle.2

(1) 1st-conjugation base 2nd-conjugation base 3rd-conjugation base
a. aðflmi"R-a-R ‘admire.inf’ be"Bfl-e-R ‘drink.inf’ su"fR-i-R ‘suffer’
b. aðflmiR-a-"ðfloR-Ø ‘admirer’ beBfl-e-"ðfloR-Ø ‘drinker’ sufR-i-"ðfloR-Ø ‘sufferer’
c. aðflmi"R-a-Bfll-e ‘admirable’ be"Bfl-i-Bfll-e ‘drinkable’ su"fR-i-Bfll-e ‘sufferable’
d. aðflmi" R-a-ðfl-o ‘admire.ptcp’ be"Bfl-i-ðfl-o ‘drink.ptcp’ su"fR-i-ðfl-o ‘suffer.ptcp’

The single fact of the alternation between [-e-] in bebedor ‘drinker’ and [-i-] in bebible
‘drinkable’ could conceivably be described in many different ways, surveyed in the
following paragraphs.
One might begin by assuming that, at a relatively deep level of representation,

the stem of beber bears the theme vowel /-e-/ in both bebedor and bebible: i.e.
�V�√beb��The�� or, in “inferential” (Stump 2001: 1) or “amorphous” (Anderson 1992)
theories, just /bebe/.3This representation could be the result of an operation ofmorph
insertion, possibly conditioned by a conjugation diacritic (2a), as in DistributedMor-
phology (Halle and Marantz 1993); or it could be generated by a realizational rule
of stem formation, again possibly referring to inflectional class features (2b), as in
frameworks like Amorphous Morphology (Anderson 1992) or Paradigm Function
Morphology (Stump 2001); or it could simply be stored in the lexical entry of beber
(2c), as in lexicalist models like Lieber’s (1980: ch. 1).

(2) a. Th ↔ -e- / [II]⌢__ (see Embick 2010: 76)
b. <[V, class II], (V → Ve)> (see Aronoff 1994: 68)
c. beber↔ ��√ beb� �Th e�� (see Bermúdez-Otero 2013)

On this assumption, the theme vowel of the verbal base of bebible must at some point
undergo a mapping that alters its phonological content along the lines of (3)—or
its equivalent in the reader’s preferred theory of distinctive features for vow-
els, adjusted according to the reader’s preferred assumptions concerning featural
(under)specification.

(3) [-high, –low, –back]→[+high, –low, –back]

Different frameworks would allow this process to take place in different places in
the grammar. In inferential theories, where all exponence is driven by realization
rules, the transformation of the theme vowel could be included in the statement of
a realization rule for ble (4a); in this scenario, the environment for (3) is defined
morphologically. Similarly, Distributed Morphology, though a lexical rather than an

2 Spanish verbs exhibit extensive theme-vowel allomorphy under inflection, especially in the second
and third conjugations. Roca (2010) provides comprehensive coverage of the inflectional facts, but does
not address derivation.

3 I use hollow brackets to mark the edges of morphosyntactic constituents and of phonological cyclic
domains. I reserve solid square brackets for phonological surface representations, feature matrices, and the
edges of prosodic units.

In the Spanish examples above, the interesting fact concerns 2nd conjugation.
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Plausible morphosyntactic analysis of the stem beb associated with theme V e:
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The division of labor in exponence

How do theories di↵er in analyzing the deviant pattern ThV=i before certain su�xes?

(18) Morphological analyses:

Architecture of grammar and division of labor 

inferential theory in Stump’s (2001: 1) terms, countenances readjustment rules (Halle
andMarantz 1993: 127–9, Embick andHalle 2005), which directly alter the phonolog-
ical content of morphs inmorphosyntactically defined contexts, as in (4b); see further
§2.4.3 below.

(4) a. <[V, ble], (Ve →Vible)>
b. /e/ → /i/ / �Th,__�⌢�a,-bl-�

Alternatively, the effects of (3) could be achieved by phonological means. One possi-
bility would be to muster the autosegmental machinery used to describe mutation
in frameworks where exponence is strictly piece-based (e.g. Lieber 1992: 165–71,
Stonham1994: ch. 5,Wolf 2007,Hermans and vanOostendorp 2008, Trommer 2008c,
2011, Bye and Svenonius this volume, and see §2.4.2.2 below). For example, one could
posit an initial floating [+high] feature in the underlying representation of ble and
miento, docking onto the nearest vowel on the left.4 Appropriate provisions in the
phonology would prevent the floating autosegment from docking onto a low vowel,
thus protecting first-conjugation stems; docking onto third-conjugation theme vowels
would be implemented vacuously.

(5) b e b - V - b l- e [be i le]

[ hi]         [+hi]
[ lo]

In a slightly different version of this autosegmental analysis, the docking process in
(5) could be recast as a feature-filling, rather than a feature-changing, operation by
assuming underspecified underlying representations for verbal theme vowels in the
style of Roca (2010: 413): [+low] in the first conjugation, a completely underspecified
vowel in the second conjugation, and [+high] in the third.

(6) a. b e b - V - b l - e [be i le]

[+hi]

b. a d m i - V - b l - e [a mi a le]

[+lo]         [+hi] docking blocked because ∗[+high, +low]   [+hi]

Yet another option would be to assume that the floating [+high] feature is packaged
with the second-conjugation theme itself, rather than with ble or miento, so that
these suffixes merely trigger an association rule that enables the floating feature to
dock onto its sponsor: see Wiese’s (1996) analysis of umlaut in present-day German.

4 It is interesting to note that ble has an allomorph [-Bflil-], with a high vowel, which occurs before other
derivational suffixes: e.g. [sost”e"n-e-R] ‘sustain.inf’∼ [sost”e"n-i-Bfll-e] ‘sustainable’∼ [sost”en-i-Bfli"l-iðfla

ðfl-Ø]
‘sustainability.’ Independent evidence for the presence of the feature [+high] is however lacking in other
environments where thematic [-e-] is replaced with [-i-]: see note 2.

(19) Phonological analyses (feature changing vs. feature filling):

Architecture of grammar and division of labor 
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(6) a. b e b - V - b l - e [be i le]

[+hi]
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[+lo]         [+hi] docking blocked because ∗[+high, +low]   [+hi]

Yet another option would be to assume that the floating [+high] feature is packaged
with the second-conjugation theme itself, rather than with ble or miento, so that
these suffixes merely trigger an association rule that enables the floating feature to
dock onto its sponsor: see Wiese’s (1996) analysis of umlaut in present-day German.

4 It is interesting to note that ble has an allomorph [-Bflil-], with a high vowel, which occurs before other
derivational suffixes: e.g. [sost”e"n-e-R] ‘sustain.inf’∼ [sost”e"n-i-Bfll-e] ‘sustainable’∼ [sost”en-i-Bfli"l-iðfla

ðfl-Ø]
‘sustainability.’ Independent evidence for the presence of the feature [+high] is however lacking in other
environments where thematic [-e-] is replaced with [-i-]: see note 2.
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in frameworks where exponence is strictly piece-based (e.g. Lieber 1992: 165–71,
Stonham1994: ch. 5,Wolf 2007,Hermans and vanOostendorp 2008, Trommer 2008c,
2011, Bye and Svenonius this volume, and see §2.4.2.2 below). For example, one could
posit an initial floating [+high] feature in the underlying representation of ble and
miento, docking onto the nearest vowel on the left.4 Appropriate provisions in the
phonology would prevent the floating autosegment from docking onto a low vowel,
thus protecting first-conjugation stems; docking onto third-conjugation theme vowels
would be implemented vacuously.

(5) b e b - V - b l- e [be i le]

[ hi]         [+hi]
[ lo]

In a slightly different version of this autosegmental analysis, the docking process in
(5) could be recast as a feature-filling, rather than a feature-changing, operation by
assuming underspecified underlying representations for verbal theme vowels in the
style of Roca (2010: 413): [+low] in the first conjugation, a completely underspecified
vowel in the second conjugation, and [+high] in the third.

(6) a. b e b - V - b l - e [be i le]

[+hi]

b. a d m i - V - b l - e [a mi a le]

[+lo]         [+hi] docking blocked because ∗[+high, +low]   [+hi]

Yet another option would be to assume that the floating [+high] feature is packaged
with the second-conjugation theme itself, rather than with ble or miento, so that
these suffixes merely trigger an association rule that enables the floating feature to
dock onto its sponsor: see Wiese’s (1996) analysis of umlaut in present-day German.

4 It is interesting to note that ble has an allomorph [-Bflil-], with a high vowel, which occurs before other
derivational suffixes: e.g. [sost”e"n-e-R] ‘sustain.inf’∼ [sost”e"n-i-Bfll-e] ‘sustainable’∼ [sost”en-i-Bfli"l-iðfla

ðfl-Ø]
‘sustainability.’ Independent evidence for the presence of the feature [+high] is however lacking in other
environments where thematic [-e-] is replaced with [-i-]: see note 2.
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The limits of phonological component

The division of labor in exponence
Allomorph selection is made in the phonology. In the input, both vowels appear (e and i), su�xes like ble comes
into computation with a floating [+high] feature in order to let them be the optimal candidate:
/beb-(e,i)-[-high]bl-e/

(20) OT analysis

Architecture of grammar and division of labor 

docking is impossible. If the stem belongs to the second conjugation (8b), however,
the floating feature of ble can survive by coalescing with the input specification of
the /-i-/ allomorph of the theme vowel. In the case of bebedor ‘drinker,’ we need to
assume that the agentive suffix dor does not carry a floating [+high] feature. This
granted, /-e-/ could be made to win over /-i-/ in at least two different ways. Since [e]
is the epenthetic vowel of Spanish, we can assume that it is the least marked under
the phonological constraint hierarchy of the language; if so, the selection of /-e-/ in
bebedor could be treated as an emergence-of-the-unmarked effect (McCarthy and
Prince 1994a), as in (8c).

(8)

ID
EN

T(s
tem

)-[
hig

h]

M
AX

(affi
x)-

[h
igh

]

∗ [+
hig

h]

(a)  [stem admi -a   ][affix bl-e]
|      

[ hi]
1

[+hi]
2

admi ible
|      

[+hi]
2

∗! (∗)∗

admi able
|    

[ hi]
1

∗ (∗)

(b)  [stem beb-{  e ,   i}  ][affix bl-e]
|     |

[ hi]
1

[+hi]
2

[+hi]
3

bebeble
|      

[ hi]
1

∗!

bebible
|       

[+hi]
2,3

∗

(c)  [stem beb-{  e ,   i}  ][affix do ]
|     |

[ hi]
1

[+hi]
2

bebido
|      

[+hi]
2

∗!

bebedo
|       

[ hi]
1

�

�

�

Alternatively, the theory of phonologically driven allomorph selection developed in
Bonet (2004: 90ff.) and Bonet, Lloret, and Mascaró (2007) allows the input to the
phonology to carry the stipulation that the /-e-/ allomorph is preferred to the /-i-/
allomorph: cf. (7) and (9a).

(9) a. /beb-{e≻i}-[+hi]bl-e/
b. /beb-{e≻i}-doR/
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The limits of phonological component

The division of labor in exponence
 Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero

(36) A refined dual-route model of morphophonology

Pattern type
(with English examples)

Grammatical encoding
(with properties)

(a) Family resemblance between
irregulars:
e.g. strong-verb inflection
(string ∼ strung, stick ∼ stuck,
sneak ∼ snuck)

Distributed associative memory
• subsymbolic, implicit
• nonanalytic listing
• sporadic extension

(b) Semiproductive pattern:
e.g. stem-level derivational
morphology (divine ∼ divinity,
impress ∼ impression)

Lexical redundancy rules
• symbolic, explicit
• nonanalytic listing
• structure-building only
• leave gaps; when used generatively,
the new outputs undergo nonana-
lytic listing

(c) Productive pattern:
e.g. regular weak-verb
inflection (play ∼ played, talk
∼ talked, load ∼ loaded)

Standard rules
• symbolic, explicit
• outputs can be unlisted or listed
analytically

• specifiable as structure-building or
structure-changing

• no gaps; fulfill Pinker’s criteria for
regularity

It is important to understand that these three types of morphophonological
pattern arise from the interaction of just two basic mechanisms: nonanalytic listing
and symbolic rules. Three types of pattern result, rather than just two, simply
because lexical redundancy rules involve both explicit symbolic generalization and
nonanalytic listing: recall (12) above.
The architecture outlined in (36) predicts that a subtle gradation of morphophono-

logical processing effects will emerge in psycholinguistic experiments. Assume, for
example, that the existence of appropriate symbolic rules in the grammar makes
it possible for listeners to decompose complex forms.35 Table (36) posits explicit
symbolic generalizations both for productive constructions and for semiproductive
patterns: loaded is related to load by means of word-level rules applying in stan-
dard mode, and divinity is related to divine by means of stem-level rules applying
in lexical redundancy mode. Consequently, effects of decomposition (e.g. priming
of the base) should be observed in both cases: robustly with productive patterns,
and more weakly with semiproductive ones. In contrast, let us suppose that hav-
ing a separate lexical entry enables a form to display surface frequency effects: i.e.

35 This is a particularly natural assumption in a bidirectional framework like Boersma’s (2009a).

(Bermúdez-Otero 2012:42)
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The limits of phonological component

The division of labor in exponence

Bermúdez-Otero (2012:44-↵) proposes The Four-Hypothesis Program to handle the division of labor in exponence:

(21) The Four-Hypothesis Program

a. According to the Morph Integrity Hypothesis [see 41 in the text], the representational currency
of morphology is the morph: morphology is not allowed to operate directly upon elements of
phonological representation such as features, segments, nodes, or association lines.

b. [...] I adapt Inkelas’s (1989[1990: 10 ]) strong formulation of the Indirect Reference Hypothesis
to an optimality-theoretic framework [see 71 in the text]: in this version, Indirect Reference
prevents phonological constraints other than those on prosodic alignment from referring to
morphosyntactic information. [no to readjustment rules]

c. The Phonetic Interpretability Hypothesis [see 76 in the text] asserts that derived phonological
representations must be phonetically interpretable. This forbids the presence of diacritics of
morphosyntactic a�liation in phonological output representations. [=the output of the
phonology must be phonetically interpretable]

d. [...] I assume that certain morphosyntactic constituents define domains over which the
phonology applies iteratively, starting with the most deeply embedded domains and moving
progressively outwards (see e.g. Bermúdez-Otero 2011). Alone and in combination with
Phonetic Interpretability, this assumption imposes locality restrictions on the way in which
phonology can refer to morphosyntactic structure during a cycle, both outwardly and inwardly.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

Let’s read together what Blevins (2006:531-532) writes at the beginning of his
paper: “The post-Bloomfieldian model is regarded as ‘morpheme-based’, on
the grounds that it associates grammatical properties with individual morphs.
Realization-based models are described as ‘word- based’ because they associate
properties with words. Yet models can also be classified MORPHOTACTICALLY,
in terms of the status that they assign to these units. From a morphotactic
perspective, a model is ‘word-based’ if it treats surface word forms as the basic
elements of a system, and regards roots, stems and exponents as abstractions
over a set of full forms. A model is ‘root-based’ or ‘morph-based’ if it assumes
an inventory of morphotactically minimal forms, from which surface forms are
‘built’ or ‘derived’.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

In the following paragraph, he goes on writing that: “The morphotactic
assumptions of a model strongly influence the types of analysis that the model
assigns. This influence is particularly salient in the treatment of morphological
classes. In languages whose morphological systems are organized into
inflectional classes, the shape of one or more word forms tends to identify the
class of an item. Traditional models exploit this predictability by establishing a
set of exemplary paradigms and rep- resenting individual items by diagnostic
surface forms. Yet the properties of roots or exponents in isolation are rarely
reliable indicators of inflection class. Hence models that represent items by
underlying root forms must often introduce diacritic class properties to restore
lost information about inflection class.”

On the one had, I think that we all agree with Blevins on (at least) one point:
“the morphotactic assumptions of a model strongly influence the types of
analysis that the model assigns.”
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

On the other hand, I don’t agree with the final statement: “Hence
models that represent items by underlying root forms must often
introduce diacritic class properties to restore lost information about
inflection class.”

As we have seen with Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1996),
Bendjaballah (2003) and partially Bendjaballah & Haiden (2013),
this is not true! It is possible to pursue a post-Bloomfieldian model
using a theory like Distributed Morphology (typically
morpheme-based) and yet don’t postulate any diacritic. The
phonology does the job!

More is to come in the following classes.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

Blevins proposes a di↵erent dichotomy of approaches to
morphology:

(22) a. CONSTRUCTIVE models (morph-based)
b. ABSTRACTIVE models (word-based)

(23) CONSTRUCTIVE models (Blevins 2006:534-535 and
Hockett 1954)

a. Morphological analysis ‘isolates minimum meaningful
elements’

b. Describes ‘the arrangements in which the mini- mum
meaningful elements occur’

c. Mapping is a typically constructive operation.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

ABSTRACTIVE models regard the grammar as a set of relations
among full surface forms.

ends in a ‘soft ’ consonant are divided between Classes I and III. If the
noun is feminine, like KOST’ ‘bone’, it belongs to Class III. If the noun is
masculine, like SLOVAR’ ‘dictionary’, it belongs to Class I. In a traditional
analysis, the actual forms of an exemplary paradigm provide a base for a
network of proportional analogies. To determine the accusative singular of a
new noun, such as MUŠČINA ‘man’, one matches the nominative singular
leading form muščina against the exemplary form škola, as in (1a), and then
‘solves forX ’, as in (1b). For nouns that end in a soft consonant, one needs to
know either the gender of the noun or else a pair of forms: the nominative
singular, together with a genitive form or the locative, dative or instrumental
singular.

(1) Analogical deduction
(a) škola: školu=muščina: X
(b) X=muščinu

There is good reason to believe that the forms of highly frequent nouns are
stored, irrespective of their regularity (Baayen, McQueen, Dijkstra &
Schreuder 2003), so it is clearly an idealization to identify a unique exemplary
paradigm for each class and a single principal part for each noun, even in
systems that can be described in such an efficient manner. Discrete pro-
portional analogies can also be regarded as idealized symbolic represent-
ations of the way that patterns resident in a set of forms provide information
about the shape of forms that fall outside the set.7 But an abstractive
approach is not committed to the claim that deductive processes are sym-
bolic nor to the idea that sets of exemplary paradigms and principal parts

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV

SING PLUR SING PLUR SING PLUR SING PLUR

NOM zakon zakony škola školy kost’ kosti vino vina
GEN zakona zakonov školy škol kosti kostej vina vin
ACC zakon zakony školu školy kost’ kosti vino vina
LOC zakone zakonax škole školax kosti kostjax vine vinax
DAT zakonu zakonam škole školam kosti kostjam vinu vinam
INST zakonom zakonami školoj školami kostju kostjami vinom vinami

‘law’ ‘school ’ ‘bone’ ‘wine’

Table 1
Exemplary noun paradigms in Russian (Corbett 1983: 36)

[7] For an explicitly formalized approach to the modelling of paradigmatic analogy, see
Skousen (1989, 1992).

WORD-BASED MORPHOLOGY
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

Given a new noun, like muščina ‘man’, the following analogical
deduction applies:

(24) a. škola: školu=muščina: X
b. X=muščinu

(25) The key assumptions of an abstractive approach

a. Exemplary paradigms and principal part inventories
contain word forms

b. Grammatically distinctive patterns are resident in
these actual forms.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

GRADE

NONE QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE

SING PLUR SING PLUR SING PLUR SING PLUR

G
R
A
M
M
A
T
IC

A
L NOMINATIVE pesa pesad k̀ool koolid `kukk kuked pidu `peod

GENITIVE pesa pesade kooli `koolide kuke `kukkede `peo pidude
PARTITIVE pesa pesasid k̀ooli `koolisid `kukke `kukkesid pidu pidusid
STEM PARTITIVE pesi `koole `kukki —
SHORT ILLATIVE `pessa k̀ooli `kukke `pittu

S
E
M
A
N
T
IC

ILLATIVE pesasse pesadesse koolisse `koolidesse kukesse `kukkedesse `peosse pidudesse
INESSIVE pesas pesades koolis `koolides kukes `kukkedes `peos pidudes
ELATIVE pesast pesadest koolist `koolidest kukest `kukkedest `peost pidudest
ALLATIVE pesale pesadele koolile `koolidele kukele `kukkedele `peole pidudele
ADESSIVE pesal pesadel koolil `koolidel kukel `kukkedel `peol pidudel
ABLATIVE pesalt pesadelt koolilt `koolidelt kukelt `kukkedelt `peolt pidudelt
TRANSLATIVE pesaks pesadeks kooliks `koolideks kukeks `kukkedeks `peoks pidudeks
TERMINATIVE pesani pesadeni koolini `koolideni kukeni `kukkedeni `peoni pidudeni
ESSIVE pesana pesadena koolina `koolidena kukena `kukkedena `peona pidudena
ABESSIVE pesata pesadeta koolita `koolideta kuketa `kukkedeta `peota pidudeta
COMITATIVE pesaga pesadega kooliga `koolidega kukega `kukkedega `peoga pidudega

‘nest ’ ‘school ’ ‘rooster ’ ‘party’

Table 4
Exemplary first declension nouns in Estonian (Blevins 2005)

W
O
R
D
-B

A
S
E
D

M
O
R
P
H

O
L
O
G

Y
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Grave accent=overlong syllables.
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Paradigms?

Construction vs. Paradigms

Blevins criticizes CONSTRUCTIVE models which, according to him, are unable
to account for such a complex inflectional pattern, in particular because they
would require too many stems and, in some cases, the stem would be identical
to a full word. This fact is precisely what these models aim at avoiding.

What shall we respond to such a criticism?

(26) Opponents to IA approaches/CONSTRUCTIVE models point to the
inability of these models to account for complex inflectional systems:
this does not mean that the approach does not work elsewhere, or
that an analysis of a (simpler) inflectional pattern is not valid.

(27) To the best of my knowledge, opponents to IA
approaches/CONSTRUCTIVE models never look at phonology:
phonology is the key to solve complex problems in morphology.
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms

McCarthy (2005) has a similar view of inflectional systems, and develops a
theory of constraint interaction in which candidates consist of entire inflectional
paradigms:
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms

McCarthy (2005:174) claims that “[t]he OP model presupposes a distinction
between inflectional morphology, which is organized into paradigms, and
derivational morphology, which is organized hierarchically by the relation ‘is
derived from”’ and goes on arguing that “in paradigms, all members are
co-equal in their potential to influence the surface phonology of other members
of the paradigm.”

We won’t go into details of McCarthy’s analysis, but it is important to
remember that McCarthy uses the existence of distinct restrictions between
verb and noun templates in Classical Arabic as a crucial piece of evidence in
favor of OP.
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms

OP accounts for the lack of verb templates ending in either V:C# or VCC#

This is possible crucially because the OP constraints are ranked above the IO
constraints, uniformity within the paradigm takes precedence over faithfulness to the
input.
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms

McCarthy’s (2005:195) constraint ranking:
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms

An additional example:

The winner (a) violates SWP, but this is unavoidable because of the
high-ranking markedness and OP faithfulness constraints.
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms: A Case for Scepticism

Bobaljik (2008) criticizes McCarthy’s OP theory, and claims that “it is
morpho-syntactic category and not paradigm properties, that determine
phonological behaviour.”

Among others things, Bobalijk claims that stems are active objects, contra
McCarthy (2005). Bobaljik - Paradigms 

9 

(6) German sprech-en ‘speak-INFIN’  
   also be-sprech-en ‘discuss’, (sich) ver-sprech-en ‘misspeak’, etc. 

  PRESENT  PAST  PARTICIPLE 
  SG. PL. SG. PL.  
 1PSN sprech-e sprech-en sprach sprach-en ge-sproch-en 
 2PSN sprich-st sprech-t sprach-st sprach-t 
 3PSN sprich-t sprech-en sprach sprach-en 

 Imperative: sprich 

Although the stem is readily identifiable as sprech-, this stem does not form a word on 
its own. For strong verbs of this sort, exactly those members of the inflectional paradigm 
that have –Ø affixes, namely the 3sg/1sg simple past and the imperative, undergo 
obligatory stem vowel changes.  

Despite the fact that the verb stem never surfaces as a word on its own, it is this stem 
which forms the base for derivation, as shown in (7). 

(7) [[Be-sprech]-ung] ‘meeting, discussion’ (nominalization –ung) 
 [[Ver-sprech]-er] ‘slip of tongue’ (nominalization -er)  

The same point can be made with compounding. Thus essen ‘to eat’ and treffen ‘to 
meet’ conjugate like sprechen in all relevant respects. Like sprechen, the stem never 
surfaces as a word in its own right, yet it is the stem that is the basis for compound 
formation, as shown in (8). 

(8) Ess-lokal ‘eating-place’ *ess Imperative iss,  Past ass. 
Treff-punkt ‘meeting-point’  *treff Imperative triff,  Past traff. 

If identity effects in derivation are the result of Base Priority enforcing identity to a 
base, then it would seem we must conclude that the verb stem is an accessible base in 
whatever sense is relevant. If correspondence theory necessarily relies on actual outputs 
(i.e. words) for the running of Base Priority, then such an approach should not be able to 
enforce identity effects in deverbal derivation in languages like Arabic and German. 
Although one may avoid an appeal to Base Priority in the analysis of German (simple IO 
Faithfulness may suffice), for Arabic, Base Priority is crucial, since it is only Base 
Priority that allows the deverbal nouns to escape an otherwise general ban applying to 
noun templates.  

Thus, it seems that within McCarthy’s own data, there is indeed a base in the verb in 
precisely the sense necessary for Base Priority to apply in de-verbal derivation, shielding 
the deverbal nouns from constraints that apply to other noun stems. Yet if there is a base 
for the verb, then it cannot be the absence of a base alone that triggers OP effects. 

3.2.2 Bases and Stampean occultation 

At this point, I would like to return briefly to the logic of Stampean occultation (see 
section 2.2). Here, too, I suggest that faithfulness to a base must play an important role in 
verbal paradigms, despite McCarthy’s claim to the contrary. Recall that the logic of 
Stampean occultation runs, in essence, as follows.  

                                                                                                                                            
the infinitive/present stem is the basic form, from which the others are derived, see Wiese (2004, 2005). 
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms: A Case for Scepticism

Bobalijk (2012:10) argus “that inflectional paradigms must have a base in
whatever sense is relevant to Base Priority, within the logic of the system.”

(28) a. [[Be-sprech]-ung] ‘meeting, discussion’ (nominalization -ung)
b. [[Ver-sprech]-er] ‘slip of tongue’ (nominalization -er)

(29) a. Ess-lokal ‘eating-place’ *ess Imperative iss, Past ass.
b. Tre↵-punkt ‘meeting-point’ *tre↵ Imperative tri↵, Past tra↵.

There is indeed a base, even in those cases in which the base never surfaces as
an independent word. (in OT vocabulary, this means that Faithfulness to the
base is an active constraint, despite McCarthy tries to show that OP
constraints are high-ranked)
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Paradigms?

Optimal Paradigms: A Case for Scepticism

A second, interesting point raised by Bobalijk is the following (2012:11): “OP
e↵ects are attested only where they are indistinguishable from
category-sensitivity”.

Evidence is brought from Itelmen, a language displaying “a striking tolerance of
large consonant clusters”. However, [+sonorant] consonants must be adjacent
to a vowel:

Bobaljik - Paradigms 

12 

should be the best case for an argument for OP, but that nevertheless, the best predictor of 
syllabification is category—not paradigm—membership.  

4.1 Itelmen syllabification 

In order to make the argument just noted, it will be necessary to provide some 
background on Itelmen phonology. The discussion here is based on Bobaljik (1998) to 
which the reader is referred for additional detail.  

Itelmen (also Itel’men, Kamchadal) is a Chukotko-Kamchatkan language now spoken 
only by some 30 or so people on the Okhotsk coast of Russia’s Kamchatka peninsula. 
One remarkable property of the language is its striking tolerance of large consonant 
clusters. Some examples of initial, medial and final clusters of up to five or six 
consonants are given in (9).9 

(9)  čkpәč ‘spoon’ tɸsčŋin ‘you are carrying it’ 

 kɬqzuknen’ ‘they were’ mskčen’  ‘I will make them 

 sitɬxpk’eɬ ‘with embers’ k’әnsɬxč ‘boil it!’ 

Although consonant clusters may be of arbitrary length, certain consonants are barred 
from medial position in a cluster. Namely, the [+sonorant] consonants {m, n, ŋ, r, l, z} 
must be adjacent to a vowel. This yields schwa epenthesis in the environment described 
in (10), as detected by schwa-zero alternations. 10 

(10) Ø  ә / 

  

C

#

! 
" 
# 

$ 
% 
& 

[+sonorant]
C

#

! 
" 
# 

$ 
% 
& 

  

 Some relevant examples of sonority-driven alternations are given in (11). 

                                                
9 The Itelmen data is mostly taken from my own field notes, supplemented with examples from Volodin 

(1976). For additional discussion of Itelmen syllabification, with special reference to its implications for 

Government Phonology, see Tarasenkova (2006). Special transcription conventions include the following: 

s,z are (I believe) apical, post-alveolar, non-retroflex fricatives, which should therefore be written with an 

underdot (omitted for typographic reasons); n’ represents a glottalized nasal (sometimes written as ʔn—
whatever its phonetic manifestation turns out to be, it behaves phonologically as a single segment and not 
as a sequence of glottal stop plus n; the historical source appears to be n+t#); a superscript ʷ at the 
beginning of a word indicates that the whole word is pronounced with pursed lips—a proper 
characterization of this process awaits further work. Note also that I have suppressed an automatic 
gemination of single consonants in post-tonic position in the representations. (I am not convinced that all 
speakers follow this, but it is immaterial to present concerns.) Finally, the reader is cautioned that some 
aspects of vowel quality in unstressed syllables are not always easy to pin down with certainty (stress is 
initial except that inflectional prefixes are not counted). 
10 As Itelmen lacks voiced stops (except in loanwords), it is not clear whether the relevant feature is 

sonority or voicing. The segment z is listed as a sonorant on the basis of its behaviour as described in the 

text; importantly, the voiceless counterpart is not. Note that {β, j} also do not occur cluster medially, but I 

have not found sonority-driven alternations that would indicate that they participate in the rule in (10). So 

far as I can tell, nothing in the present discussion hinges on the correct formulation of the rule, so long as it 

adequately characterizes the range of schwa-zero alternations. Note in addition that there are exceptions at 

the left edge of the word, i.e., in the stressed syllable, see Bobaljik 1998). 
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(11) a. ɬxəm ~ ɬxm-ɐn’ ‘sable’ sg, pl 
 b. spəl ~ spl-ank ‘wind’ direct, locative11 
 c. ʷtχəz-xʔal ~ ʷtχz-enk ‘road’ ablative, locative 

Interestingly, there is a sharp phonological contrast between nouns and verbs with 
respect to sonority-driven epenthesis: verb stems do not alternate. Specifically, all verb 
stems that have a schwa in the environment described by (10) preserve that schwa even 
when epenthesis is not necessary. This is illustrated by the pairs in (12), which are 
representative of all sonorant-final verb stems.  

(12) a. t-zəl-čen 1SG-give-1SG>3SG ‘I gave it.’ 
 b.   zəl-en give-2SG>3SG ‘You gave it.’ *zlen 

 c. t-ɬəm-čen’ 1SG-kill-1SG>3PL ‘I killed them.’ 
 d. q-ɬəm-in 2IMP-kill-2>3SG ‘Kill it!’ *qɬmin 

 e. spəl-qzu-in windy-ASP-3SG ‘It was windy.’ 
 f. spəl-in windy-3SG ‘It was windy.’ *spl-in 

In (12a), epenthesis is necessary to shield the /l/ in the verb stem /zl/ from occurring 
illicitly in cluster-medial position. In (12b), however, the environment for epenthesis is 
not met on the surface; though locally unmotivated, epenthesis is obligatory, a case of 
overapplication. The other pairs make the same point.12  

In Bobaljik (1998), I argued that the N-V asymmetries in syllabification should be 
accounted for in cyclic terms. Syllabification (and hence epenthesis) proceeds cyclically 
in verbs, starting with the root, whereas nouns are syllabified only once at the end of the 
derivation. Since a stem-final consonant will (by definition) not be followed by a vowel 
on the first cycle, (verb) roots like /zl/ and /ɬm/ will undergo epenthesis before any 
suffixes are added. In nouns, by contrast, suffixes are added before syllabification is 
computed. 

A key part of the argument for cyclicity in verbs comes from opacity effects regarding 
the present tense suffix. The present tense suffix has four surface allomorphs: -s, -z, -əs, 
and -əz. The alternation in voicing is determined uniquely by the following segment, but 
the schwa-zero alternation is determined solely by the preceding segment, as follows 
directly from cyclic application of (10). Examples illustrating the relevant environments 
are given in (13). 

(13) a. t-tχzu-s-kičen b. ɬeru-z-in c. ɬ-qzu-z-in 
  1SG-stand-PRES-1SG  gripe-PRES-3SG  be-ASP-PRES-3SG 
  ‘I am standing’  ‘she gripes’  ‘she is’  

 d. t’-il-əs-kičen e. il-əz-in f. spəl-əz-in 
  1SG-drink-PRES-1SG  drink-PRES-3SG  windy-PRES-3SG 
  ‘I am drinking’  ‘he drinks’  ‘it is windy’ 

                                                
11 This particular form is also attested as % spəl-ank; this is not true for most other alternating forms, 

especially not the plurals.  
12 Treating the schwa as part of the verb root underlyingly would not change the nature of the problem, 

which would then be stated as a morpheme-structure constraint: noun roots can, but verb roots cannot, end 

in CR] where R is any [+sonorant] consonant. 
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12 Treating the schwa as part of the verb root underlyingly would not change the nature of the problem, 

which would then be stated as a morpheme-structure constraint: noun roots can, but verb roots cannot, end 
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Baseless nouns: a problem for OP

(32) Nouns with singular su�xes:
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as can be determined, these nouns behave phonologically like nouns, and not like verbs. 
That is, they show syllabification-driven alternations in stem form, rather than 
maintaining a uniform stem throughout their paradigms.  

In the preceding discussion, I noted that most nouns bear no overt morphology in the 
singular, non-oblique form. However, there is a sizeable number of nouns that require a 
singular suffix that is lost in the plural (Volodin 1976, Bobaljik 2006). These nouns thus 
lack an identifiable base in the sense of occurring as an independent word. Examples of 
four classes of nouns taking singular suffixes are given in (16). 

(16)  UR Sg. Pl. gloss 

 -m /txtu/ txtu-m txtu-n̓ ‘dugout canoe’ 

  /atno/ atno-m atno-n̓ ‘village’ (also ‘home’) 

 -n /kəmlo/ kəmlo-n kəmlo-n̓ ‘grandchild’ 

  /reβla/ reβla-n reβla-n̓ ‘falcon’ 

 -ŋ /qtχa/ qtχa-ŋ qtχi-n̓ ‘leg’ 

  /iʔleβeno/ iʔleβeno-ŋ iʔleβeno-n̓ ‘boat pole’ 

 -č /pʼe/ pʼe-č pʼe-n̓ ‘child, son’ 

  /xkʼi/ xkʼi-č xkʼi-n̓ ‘hand’ 

Another class of nouns showing this behaviour is the reduplicative nouns (see Bobaljik 
2006). Such nouns show reduplication in the singular, but no reduplication in the plural. 
As a result, the base of such nouns never occurs as a free word. The reduplicating nouns 
themselves fall into two classes; of particular interest here are the ones in (17a) which 
show a schwa-zero alternation in the root. 

(17) a. alternating bases: 14 b. non-alternating bases: 
 Singular Plural  Singular Plural 

 kəp-kəp kpə-n̓ ‘tooth’ silq-silq silq-an̓ ‘meat with berries’ 

 k’uɸ- k’uɸ k’ɸə-n̓ ‘claw’ ŋəl-ŋəl ŋə-lʼ ‘roe, caviar’ 

 ˚čeɬx˗˚čeɬx ˚čɬxə-n̓ ‘cowberry’ tam-tam tam˗en̓ ‘growth, tumour’ 

The nouns in (17a) are base-less, like verbs. Under a TCNP approach, the absence of a 
base should trigger OP effects, thus uniformity of syllabification throughout the 
paradigm. However, the nouns in (17a) fail to pattern with verb, patterning instead like 
other nouns, showing schwa-zero alternations.  

As it happens, the relevant consideration for these nouns is not the sonority driven 
epenthesis discussed above, but rather a minimality-driven epenthesis requiring that all 

                                                
14 I believe that what I transcribe as [u] in the singular is the realization of ə before [φ], likewise [e] is the 

effect of palatalization induced by /ɬ/ = [ɬj]. 
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Bobalijk claims the following: “My (admittedly Itelmeno-centric) hunch is this:
such a survey will reveal that lexical category is a recurring predictor of distinct
phonological behaviour, whereas the contingent properties of paradigms are
not.” and concludes: “To predict the surface form of a word, it is su�cient to
know the constituent pieces of that word, their hierarchical arrangement, and
the general phonology of the language. Reference to other members of that
word?s paradigm is neither needed nor possible.”
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The Italian definite article

See handout.
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The Somali verb inflection

See handout
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Italian and Serbo-Croatian nouns

See handout.

This topic well be addressed time permitting: it will depend on
how much time we will spend over the Italian definite article and
Somali nouns.
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